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Be honest—are you working with passion or
just working?

∙ Do you jump out of bed when the alarm clock goes
off, knowing the day holds adventure, challenge and
satisfaction?

∙ Did you know that 80% of working adults say they’re
not satisfied with their career?

∙ Why is it that the longer an employee stays with an

organization and the higher they climb the corporate
ladder, the less likely they are to feel fulfilled in their
job?

Forget what “everyone” is saying about the job market and
global recession. Now is the time to find your dream job
even if you have to switch careers to do it.
How do you know where to start?

“I am writing to you today as I am compelled to share my
amazing experience working with Office Angels' career
coach, Beth Dowd. This has probably been one of the best
decisions I have ever made!
Beth helped me develop an outstanding resume that I am so
very proud to have. She coached me through interviewing
techniques (both phone interviews and face-to-face) and
helped tremendously in understanding salary negotiations.
She guided me through the murky waters of finding a job in
the crazy economy we currently have. She offered advice,
support and encouragement that I could always rely on as we
navigated towards a job solution. I am very happy to report
that I start on a new career adventure with a large healthcare
company. There is no doubt in my mind that I could have
achieved this success without the help of Beth. I will forever
be grateful and honored to have had the opportunity to work
with her.” ~Ian King, Georgia

You don’t have to—Beth does and she has an impressive
success rate to prove it.

Elizabeth B. Dowd, Career Coach

Working with Beth you’ll discover your passion, identify the
industries and markets that reward that passion and land
the job of your dreams. Using her proprietary process,
WORKING YOUR PASSION™, and more than 20 years of human
resources and recruiting expertise, Beth will work with you
to:
Discover what you were truly meant to do and where
you were meant to do it
Help you create a customized resume that will set
you apart from other candidates
Identify target-rich posting sites
Present a professionally packaged image
Master the interviewing process
Negotiate the perfect offer
Execute follow-up activities to close the deal

For more than two decades, Beth Dowd has directed
human resource efforts with leading companies serving
such diverse markets as training and development, sales,
telecommunications, e-commerce, IT, benefits/ compensation, television/radio, finance, healthcare and the
non-profit sector.

Best of all, Beth supports you with unlimited telephone
and email support until you land that dream job.

Most recently, Beth architected a breakthrough approach
to employment called WORKING YOUR PASSION™ which
combines her expansive human resources expertise with
the latest advances in career coaching. The proprietary
program, which launched in 2009, enjoys an impressive
success rate and works equally well in start-up, entrepreneurial and established companies as with individuals
seeking their dream job.
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Don’t believe us—here’s what just a few of Beth’s former
clients had to say:
“I just landed my dream job! The smartest thing I did was hire
Beth with Office Angels who re-wrote my resume and, even
more importantly, coached me on what to do and what not to
do to get my dream job. She helped me to know where to go
to look and then she coached me on every aspect of the
interviewing process. I felt extremely well prepared and
competitive—thanks to Beth.” ~Jan D. Geiger, Texas

WORKING YOUR PASSION™

A forward-thinking, creative individual with uncompromising ethical standards, Beth’s strong intuition and translation capabilities quickly build trust-based relationships
that set her apart from her colleagues. Senior executives
look to Beth for the proven strategies needed to recruit,
create, motivate and retain high-potential individuals. In
addition, she uniquely combines powerful individuals into
cohesive teams focused on achieving company goals in
record time.

Contact Office Angels today to get started
on the path you were meant to walk.
(770) 442-9246 ∙ essie@officeangels.us

